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Summary.-A delta wing of aspect ratio 3 is assumed to be describing pitching and vertical translational oscillations
of small amplitude in incompressible inviscid flow. The corresponding aerodynamic coefficients are calculated by
the method of Ref. 1 for values O'26 and O·8 of the mean frequency parameter <Om( == pcm/V), and certain of the coeffi
cients are also obtained for Wm-l>O. The results are given in Table 3 and are plotted in Figs. 2a to 2h.

There is little experimental evidence available for comparison, apart from some measurements of the pitching
moment damping coefficient at low values of <Om which are included in Fig. 2h.

From comparisons of calculated values with experimental results for the delta wing, and other plan-forms", it
appears that the method- provides a reasonable basis for calculating flutter derivatives, but as indicated in section 5
of this note it is not satisfactory for estimating all the stability derivatives. For the calculation of the latter, a
modified version of the method has been developed", which is relatively easy to use and which should give reasonable
accuracy.

1. Introduction.-In this note, the routine method of calculating flutter derivatives outlined
in Ref. 1 is developed in more detail, and applied to a delta wing of aspect ratio 3 and 90 deg apex
angle describing pitching and translational oscillations. Measurements of the pitching-moment
damping derivative for low values of W m have been made for this wing at the National Physical
Laboratory and the Royal Aircraft Establishment at both low and high speeds, and the results
for low speeds are given for comparison.

By using tables* of the downwash We due to a semi-infinite doublet strip of strength
Sl e-iPx/V, and the chordwise factors L;' (k), k = 1,2 ... 6 included in this note, flutter derivatives
can be computed without much difficulty. For oscillations of lower frequency such as occur in
stability problems, an alternative method suggested by W. P. Jones has been used by the writer
to calculate stability derivatives". This method avoids the use of the complex factors Lo'(k) and
the two-dimensional oscillatory lift function C(w') involved in the present method. As w-?O,
the function C -? 1 + !iw (y + loge tW), and it is thought that the loge t» term may introduce
errors into the calculation when W m is very small, or when the spanwise variation of w due to a
high taper ratio is taken into account. Although the derivatives h. and -mCJ. become infinite
according to two-dimensional theory when w -?O, it is probable that the corresponding coefficients
for a wing of finite span will tend to finite values as w'" -? 0. The experimental value of -mCJ.
quoted here appears to support this view. Hence the present method should not be used to
calculate stability derivatives, but it appears to be satisfactory for estimating flutter derivatives
for wings of normal aspect ratio, since the variation in the Iog;» term is not so rapid for the higher
values of w.

Compressibility effects are not considered in this note, but the calculation of flutter derivatives
for a wing at high Mach number can be related to a similar calculation for a wing of reduced

* See section 3.
Published with permission 'of the Director, National Physical Laboratory.
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aspect ratio in incompressible flow", For example, the delta wing of aspect ratio 3 at M = 0·8
reduces to a wing of aspect ratio 3y(1 - M 2) = 1·8 at M = O. This approach therefore requires
a method which can be applied to wings of very low aspect ratio. Derivative measurements on
such wings are proposed to test the present theory and to aid further development of methods of
derivative calculation.

2. Theory.-The flow induced by the oscillating wing is reproduced by a distribution of doublets
of strength K eipt over the wing and wake, where K represents the complex amplitude of the
discontinuity in the velocity potential. When the wing oscillations are of small amplitude the
doublets can be assumed to lie in the plane z = O. As in Ref. 1, the distribution K is expressed
in the form

K = cV[(So' + So")m~fomAm +~~nl1~~nmAmJ' (1)

where em are arbitrary coefficients, and with ~ = - cos 8 on the wing the chordwise distributions
are defined by

So' = e·iw'" J:
1

{cosec 8 - [1 - C(w')J cot ;} eiw'" d~ - 1 ~ ~ ~ 1

= n e'iw'"Xo(w ') .. ~ ;:?: 1

So" = sin 8 (2)
51 = l(sin 8 + l sin 28)

5 = l(sin (n + l)e _ sin (n - 1)fJ) n ;:?: 2
n 2 n+1 n-1

where o:' = lw = pcf2V. The spanwise distribution cAm = s'YJm-1y(l - 'YJ2) =sT"" and for
symmetrical motion only odd values of m are required in (1). It is known that the amplitude W
of the downwash induced at the point (Xl' YlJ 0) by the doublet distribution K eipt is given by

W = l.-JJK ~( ! ) dx dy ,
4n OZ1 2 r

where r 2 = (x - X 1) 2 + (y - Y1)2 + Z1 2and Zl .-,. 0,

and this can be expressed in the form

W = V [m~~om (Wom' + Wom") +n~l m:1c: WnmJ '

where Wnm is the downwash induced by the doublet distribution K nm= s5nTm.
The tangential flow condition for oscillatory motion is

W ipz' oz'
V=-Y+ax' ..

where z'eipt is the normal downward displacement of any point (x, y) on the wing. When the
downwash terms W nm in (3) are known at a sufficient number of collocation points (XlJ Y1) on
the wing, the arbitrary coefficients Cnm can be chosen to satisfy (4). Then K is given by (1),
and as shown in Ref. 1, the corresponding lift distribution

pVT = p V 2[(To' + To")m~l ComA m + n~l t; m~lCnmAm] (5)

where To' = 2{cosec e - [1 - C(w ')J cotle}

To" = 2 {cotle - cosec e + iw' sin e}
T 1 = - 2 sin 8 + cott8 + iw '(sin e + l sin 28)

n ;:?: 2 ... I'; = - 2 sin ne + iw,[sin (n +11)e _ sin (n - l)I1J.
n + n-1
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For the present calculation the amplitude z' of the displacement at (x, y) due to translational
and pitching motion of the wing is represented by

z' = cmZ + XIX (6)

where Cmz and IX are the amplitudes of the translational and angular displacements. It is also
assumed that the K distribution can be represented to sufficient accuracy by

K = cV [ (So' + 50") m:lComA m+ Slm:1 ClmAmJ (7)

with this expression limited to terms m = 1,3,5. The corresponding downwash distribution W
is then given by (3), and this must satisfy condition (4), which, for the motion considered yields
the relation

W ip
11=v (cmz + XIX) + IX. (8)

In order to determine the six unknown constants in (7) and the corresponding downwash
expression, equation (8) is satisfied at the six collocation points indicated in Fig. 1.

3. Calculation of the Downwash. -If the doublet distribution Knmis independent of the fre
quency, the downwash W nmcan be calculated approximately-- by replacing the continuous
distribution K nm= s,Sn(f:J).Tm(n), by a '126 Falkner lattice" of rectangular vortices of constant
strength sLn(k).Tm(n1),k = 1, 2 ... 6. The factors Ln(k) are chosen on a two-dimensional
theory basis as indicated in Ref. 1, and are tabulated in Table 1 for the distributions 50" and 51'
The downwash at a particular point due to a rectangular vortex of unit strength is equal to
F/4nslJ where values of F are tabulated in Ref. 6*, and the total downwash Wnm due to the
lattice sLn(k).Tm(n1) is obtained by summation.

The doublet distribution KomI = s.So'(e).Tm(n) is dependent on the frequency and does not
vanish in the wake. The downwash Wom' is calculated approximately 1 by replacing K;' by
narrow doublet strips of width 2s1 = 0 -1 semispan and constant strength spanwise, which are
in turn replaced by superimposed doublet strips of strength sLo'(k).Tm(n1)e-iP(X-Xk)/V, k=1, 2 ... 6
extending downstream from X = x, to x = 00. The factors Lo'(k) which satisfy the two
dimensional theory conditions indicated in Ref. 1, are calculated for values of the frequency
parameter ranging from 0·12 to 2·40. Approximate formulae for these factors are given in
Table 2 so that values can easily be obtained for any w in the range.

The downwash W., induced at points (Xl' Y1) in the plane of a semi-infinite doublet strip of
width 2s1and strength Sl e-iPx/V, has already been tabulated (see Refs. 1 and 2). Retabulation of
these values of We has been undertaken by the Mathematics Division, N.P.L., and tables are
now available which are straightforward to use. Each table is for a particular value of a para
meter OJ = PSI/V in the range 0-01 to 0-24. For each value of the spanwise parameter
n 1 = IY1/s1 1, corresponding to the spanwise lattice spacing i.e., n 1 = 0, 2,4 ... etc., 4nWe

tabulated against the chordwise parameter t, = X I /S1 at intervals of t 1 suitable for linear
interpolation. Unfortunately the tables are extensive and cannot conveniently be reproduced
with this note. Copies of the tables are available, (Ref. 7), for OJ equal to 0·01 (0'01) 0-04 (0-02)
0-08, 0·09, 0-12,0'16,0-18,0·24. These.values were chosen to cover the practical range of
values of W m for wings of various aspect ratio.

By using the OJ table appropriate to the aspect ratio and mean frequency parameter value
considered, the downwash Wom' at any collocation point corresponding to the lattice of doublet
strips sLo/(k).Tm(n1).e-iP(X-XklfV, is obtained by summation.

4. Aerodynamic Derivative Coefficients.-When the lift distribution pVr is known, the ampli
tudes of the lift L and the pitching moment M for the half wing are given by

* It should be noted that thepositive X = xls1 axis of these tables extends upstream, whereas the x-axis of present
theory extends downstream.
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J
s JXtL = pvr dx dy
o xl

J
s JXtM = - pVr(X - XI) dx dy
o xl

where X = xI is the reference axis.

The aerodynamic derivative coefficients are then defined by the relations

LV 2 = (l" + iw,ii)Z + (lrt. + iwmh) ~
pSCm

~V2 = im, + iwmmi)Z + im; + iwmm;.) ~
psc.;

where the interia terms are included in the stiffness coefficients l", m., etc.

In the present calculation, the reference axis is taken as xI = 0, and the derivatives l,', m;', etc.
for any axis position he; behind xI = 0, are then given by the usual transformation formulae

l,,' = t,
lrt.' = t; - hl"

- m,' = - m" - hl"
- m;' = - mrt. - h[lrt. - m,,] + h 2l"

and so on.

5. Results and Remarks on the Calculation.-All the derivatives are given for W m= O·26 and
0·8, for a reference axis at O·973cm(= 0·556 co) behind the apex of the wing; this corresponds
to one axis of oscillation used in the N.P.L. experiments. The derivative values are tabulated in
Table 3 and graphed in Figs. 2a to 2h. As indicated, two variations of the scheme of calculation
have been used.

It should be noted that the factors Lo'(k) in section 3 are dependent on the local frequency
parameter o», and this leads to difficulty in the case of a highly tapered wing, since w becomes
small towards the tip. It is not known whether allowance should be made for the large spanwise
variation in co by taking a set of factors Lo'(k) appropriate to each spanwise position 'YJl of the
lattice, or whether it is sufficient to use the set L o' (k)m appropriate to the mean frequency
parameter Wm' Furthermore, the lift distribution pvr, given by equation (5), includes the
two-dimensional function C(w') in the T',' term. To be consistent, C(w') is considered variable*
with w in the solution in which the factors Lo'(k) are taken variable, but C(wm') is used with the
constant set Lo'(k)m. The terms r o" and r 1 also involve w but here w is regarded as the local
parameter and a function of the spanwise parameter 17; for the present delta wing,

w = w m{ 1(7 - 61 'YJ I) } .
Both methods were used for W m = 0·8, and allowing for the spanwise variation in w seems to

have little effect on the final results. For W m = 0·26 only the method using factors appropriate
to W m was used.

An attempt was also made, to evaluate the derivatives as W m -+ O. The downwash was
calculated for steady flow conditions, using the factors lim Lo'(k), and the tangential flow

w=O

equation (8) was solved in the general matrix form {Cnm} = [Wnml 1 {WjV}. The derivatives
were then evaluated taking the lift function C(wm') = 1 - iwmA; but since

C(w') -+ 1 + tiw(y + logetw) as w -+ 0,
no definite limiting value could be given to A. When arbitrary values were assigned to A, the
derivatives h. and m; appeared to be particularly sensitive to the value chosen, and so the

* Values of C(w') are tabulated in R. & M. 1958; using this method the spanwise integrations for lift and pitching
moment are evaluated by integrating numerically at intervals 17 = 0·05 across the span.
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method proved unsatisfactory for these derivatives. The other derivatives are independent of
the iwmA term, and the values are given in Table 3 and graphed in Fig. 2.

Values of - m;', which have been calculated using two-dimensional strip theory corrected for
lift slope*, are also given in Fig. 2h, and these show the effect at low values of W m of the logew
term introduced by the function C(w '). In the present theory this effect can be demonstrated by
allowing for the variation of C(w') in the lift distribution pVr as w varies across the span, but
using the coefficients Cnm obtained by taking the constant set of factors Lo'(k)m appropriate
to Wm. As shown in Fig. 2h, the value - m;' = 0·33 obtained for W m = 0·8 remains approxi
mately the same, but for W m = 0·26 the value of - m;' rises from 0·34 to 0·41. However, a
modified version of the method, suggested by W. P. Jones for the calculation of stability
derivatives, is described in detail in Ref. 3; some preliminary results obtained for this delta
wing are included in Figs. 2d and 2h as a matter of interest.

Acknowledgement.-The writer wishes to acknowledge the assistance given by Mrs. S. D.
Burney in computing the numerical results given in this report.
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TABLE 1
Chordwise Factors of the Rectangular Vortices representing the Doublet Distribution So" and Sl'

k

1

2

3

4

5

0·20508.n

0·06836.n

0·01953.n

-0·01953.n

-0·06836.n

0·17090.n

0·01139.n

-0·03581.n

-0·05534.n

-0·05697.n

Position of vortices on chord,
from leading edge

1
1"2

3
12"

7
12"

9
12"

6 -0' 20508.n -0·03418.n

Note: As in '126 Falkner lattice solutions'S the lattice is reduced for values of of the spanwise parameter
nl = Wl/Sli ;:?; 10. The 6-step lattice is replaced by a 2-step lattice with the following factors

k

1

2

0·25.n

-0·25.n

0·125.n

-0' 125.n

Position of vortices on chord,
from leading edge

TABLE 2
Chord wise Factors for the Lattice Representation of the Doublet Distribution So'

co = pcjV

o
0·12
0·24
0·36
0·48
0·60
1·20
1·80
2·40

co = pcjV

o
0·12
0·24
0·36
0·48
0·60
1·20
1·80
2·40

k = 1

0·77313
0·61977 - i 0·20139
0·49772 - i 0·25342
0·40915 - i 0·26430
0·34425 - i 0·25935
0·29561 - i 0·24811
0·17050 - iO·18151
0·12046 - i 0·13182
0·09379 - i 0·09690

k=4

0·36816
0·33458 - i 0·04336
0·30749 - i 0·05398
0·28755 - i 0·05546
0·27271 - i 0·05337
0·26135 - i 0·04983
0·22939 - i 0·02943
0·21219 - i 0·01275
O·19846 + i 0 .00033

k=2

0·42951
0·35945 - i 0·09180
O:30338 - i O·11532
o.26248 - i O' 11990
0·23235 - i 0·11714
o.20962 - i O' 11144
O' 14959 - i 0 .07778
0·12323 - i 0·05189
0·10687 - i 0·03313

Lo'(k)

k=5

0·42951
0·40590 - i 0·03008
0·38673 - i 0·03712
0·37254 - i 0·03770
0·36191 - i 0·03573
0·35370 - i 0·03273
0·32972 - i 0·01560
0·31545 - i 0·00089
0·30289 + i 0·01148

6

k=3

0·36816
0·32130 - i 0·06104
0·28366 - i 0·07640
0·25608 - i 0·07906
0·23567 - i 0·07677
0·22017 - i 0·07248
0·17801 - i 0·04746
0·15755 - iO·02768
0·14303 - i 0·01287

k=6

0·77313
0·75874 - i 0·01855
0·74691 - i 0·02298
0·73807 - i 0·02342
0·73143 - i 0·02220
0·72629 - i 0·02032
0·71121 - i 0·00906
0·70239 + i 0·00142
0·69469 + i 0·01129



For 0·12 :(;; (0 :(;; 0·60 (0' = (0/2

TABLE 2-Continued

Lor (1) = (0'78319 - 3-11851 (0' + 6·97044 (0'2 - 6·65892 (0'3) - i (0-09551 + 2-32520 (0' - 10'08716 (0'2 + 13-43736 (0'3)
L o' (2) = (0-43426 - 1'42569 (0' + 3-17295 (0'2 - 3·00819 (0'3) - i (0-04350 + 1-06281 (0' - 4-63843 (0'2 + 6-16756 (0'3)
L o' (3) = (0-37138 - 0-95337 (01 + 2-09388 (0'2 -1,99762 (0'3) - i (0,02907 + 0-70555 (0' - 3-10710 (0'2 + 4·12463 (0'3)
L o' (4) = (0,37052 - 0-68348 (0' + 1-49013 (0'2 - 1-42839 (0'3) - i (0-02079 + 0'50040 (0' - 2-23479 (0'2 + 2-96443 (0'3)
L o' (5) = (0-43124 - 0·48125 (0' + 1·03909 (0'2 -1-00431 (0'3) - i (0-01458 + 0-34615 (0' - 1-58024 (0'2 + 2-09332 (0'3)
L o' (6) = (0-77427 - 0·29403 (0' + 0-61995 (0'2 - 0·60865 W(3) - i (0-00886 + 0·21575 (0' - 0-97707 (0'2 + 1'28374 (0'3)

For 0-60 :(;; (0 :(;; 2-40 (0' =(0/2

L O
I (1) = (0,54749 -1-10833 (0' + 0·99144 W'2 - 0·31926 (Or 3) - i (0'32959 - 0·29837 w' + 0-08711 (0'2)

L o' (2) = (0-32699 - 0·51310 (0' + 0-45000 (0)'2 - 0-14593 W(3) - i (0-15239 - 0-14903 (0' + 0·04133 (0'2)
L o' (3) = (0-29979 - 0-34533 w' + 0·29567 W'2 - 0·09741 W(3) - i (0-10255 - 0-10873 (0' + 0-02833 w(2)

Lor (4) = (0-31936 - 0-24933 (0' + 0·20744 W'2 - 0-06963 w(3) - i (0-07328 - 0-08463 (0' + 0-01944 (0'2)
L o' (5) = (0,39539 - 0'17737 w' + 0-14278 (0'2 - 0·04926 (0'3) - i (0-05222 - 0-06893 w' + 0-01322 W(2)

Lo' (6) = (0-75277 - 0·11297 w' + 0-09189 W'2 - 0-03148 W(3) - i (0-03223 - 0-04090 (0' + 0-00389 w(2)

TABLE 3

Derivative Coefficients for an Oscillating Delta Wing

(Reference Axis at 0.556co behind Apex)

Description of Solution
Solution l ' l~' l ' l~' -i-m;' m: m' m" see section 5W m z ct. - Z - ct. - ct.

--
1 0 0 1-539 1-539 - 0 -0-084 -0,084 - Limiting values as

w-+O
---- ------

Factors Lo'(k) and lift
2 0-26 -0-019 1-480 1'489 1-055 -0-008 -0-084 -0·090 0·341 function C((O/2) con-

stant at values for (Om
-----

Factors Lo'(k) and
3 0-8 -0-306 1-315 1·324 1-183 -0-071 -0-090 -0-139 0-333 C((O/2) constant at

values for (Om
--- --

Factors Lo'(k) and
4 0'8 -0-316 1-346 1-347 1-211 -0-068 -0-076 -0-125 0-333 C(w/2) variable with

co across the wing span
I



T~ pical scrip of '126
lal::tice',of width 25"
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I
I
I
I

:"4-5
I

..-
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Mid chord line g"'0

X

FIG. 1. Plan-form of wing.
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